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ABSTRACT 
Abstract 
 
This study aims to find the root cause of delayed order processing in PT X and improve 
order processing function so that delayed order processing could be minimized. This topic 
is chosen because the problem of delayed order processing has negatively affected 
business performance of PT X. This study was done in PT X in April-July 2012 involving 
S&OP Division and Sales Department. Data processing and analysis was done using the 
help of Microsoft Excel. Analysis result shows that root causes of order processing delay 
are: other job priority by Regional Sales Manager (RSM), different perspective of 
inventory level, limited distributors’ capability, and limited budget of S&OP Division. 
Different perspective of inventory level is one and the only factor that has high 
significance towards order processing delay. Different perspective between PT X and its 
distributors often creates compliance issues that need to be resolved each order cycle. 
Analysis result also shows that in order to minimize order processing delay, PT X are 
able to implement more flexible ordering system and assign only RSM or equivalent 
position to handle negotiation and/or approval step and to act as sales performance 
controller for distributors. 
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